
 

                  Sustav javnih bicikala d.o.o. 
 

PRICE LIST OF PENALTIES 

for non-compliance with the stated regulations and rules prescribed by the General Terms and 

Conditions which regulate the mutual relations between the User and NEXTBIKE CROATIA, and are 

published and available at www.nextbike.hr . 

1. Keeping the bike for more than 24 hours HRK 750,00/per day 

2. Non-return of the bike - classic, mechanical bike HRK 5,000.00  

3. Non-return of the bike - classic, mechanical bike with a child seat HRK 6,000.00 

4. Non-return of the bike - electric bike HRK 25,000.00 

5. Non-return of the bike - tandem bike HRK 25.000,00  

6. Non-return of the bike to the official Nextbike station HRK 200,00/bike/per 
day 

7. Leaving the bike unlocked at the Nextbike station HRK 200,00/bike/per 
day 

8. Non-completion of the bike rental after leaving it at the official Nextbike station HRK 100,00/bike/per 
day 

9. Non-locking of a parked bike HRK 200,00/bike 

10. Leaving a locked bike outside the official Nextbike station HRK 200,00/bike 

11. Leaving an unlocked bike outside the official Nextbike station HRK 750,00/bike 

12. Damage to a bicycle occurring within the period of 24 hours after the end of the rental (does not include damage caused by 
gross negligence) 

HRK 250,00 

13. Damage with visible malfunction or damage to a bike occurring  within 24 hours after the end of the rental HRK 1,000.00 

14. Transportation of persons other than the driver HRK 750,00 

15. Transportation of cargo heavier than 5 kg HRK 250,00 

16. Transportation of children on bikes without a child seat  HRK 750,00/bike 

17. Bike rental to third parties, natural or legal persons HRK 1,000.00/bike 

18. Advertising and promotion of goods, services or contents on bikes and related equipment without obtained consent HRK 1,000.00/bike 

19. Cycling under the influence of alcohol, drugs or other intoxicants HRK 750,00/bike 

20. Participation with bikes in sports competitions or events with the aim of achieving maximum speed without obtained 
consent 

HRK 750,00/bike 

21. Using the bike on badly damaged pavements or macadam HRK 250,00/bike 

22. Using the bike for illegal purposes HRK 750,00/bike 

23. Using the bike as a primary means of movement and generating with it a continuous income on a daily basis HRK 750,00/bike 

24. Unauthorized modifications or alterations to bikes HRK 750,00/bike 

25. Re-use of the returned bike with the same rental code HRK 200,00/bike 

26. Use of a bike found with visible malfunction or damage HRK 750,00/bike 

27. Non-compliance with regulations and rules of instructions for use of the bikes with a child seat without visible damages HRK 250,00 

28. Non-compliance with regulations and rules of instructions for use of the bikes with a child seat with visible damages HRK 1,000.00 

 

http://www.nextbike.hr/

